
Assignment #2:  Foundational Concepts in Economics
We will start with a demonstration that illustrates how most of the “economic jargon” 

that are part of this course is actually mostly common sense

Example: What is the “Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility”?

I need one volunteer who likes chocolate milk 

and one who likes donuts



Debrief:  What happened to the enjoyment (utility) each volunteer got from their choice to 

consume each additional (marginal) glass of chocolate milk or donut?  Why?

Marginal in economics means having a little more or a little less of something. It refers to the 

effects of consuming or producing one additional unit of a good or service.

Utility refers to the usefulness or satisfaction received by a consumer of a good or service. The 

utility of a good or service will directly influence the demand, and therefore price, of that good 

or service. 

Economics assumes that rational consumers make choices that “maximize their utility”.

Economics also assumes that “marginal utility decreases”.



Diminishing Marginal Utility
In addition to lingo, economics loves graphs to illustrate ideas that are often common sense

1) The graph shows that on average, people will pay $5 for their first slice of pizza 

but only $1 for a 5th slice.  Explain what the graph shows about what happens to 

the utility a person derives from eating each slice of additional pizza. (Hint:  think 

of the donut & chocolate milk demonstration)

Economists call the phenomenon illustrated in the graph the “Law of Diminishing 

Marginal Utility”.  Explain why utility decreases with more consumption.



The TWO Fundamental Economic Assumptions:

The world has scarce 
resources.

And people always 
want more of those 

resources. 

2) After watching video, define SCARCITY and 

RATIONAL CHOICE in an original way with your own 

examples.

Watch Scarcity & Choices Video (0 - 4:35)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoVc_S_gd_0&index=1&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B


Watch Economic Resources Video (0 - 4:20) 

3) Describe (with your own original examples) the four 
categories of scarce Economic Resources:

Entrepreneurship Capital

LaborLand

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PgP0dXAGAE&index=2&list=PL336C870BEAD3B58B


Efficiency is using economic factors of production

(land, labor, capital & entrepreneurship) in such a 

way as to maximize the production of scarce goods 

and services. In other words, economic efficiency is 

getting the most out of a given amount of inputs 

(resources).

Ex:  The experienced professional contractor was 

able to build a higher quality house more quickly 

spending less on materials than an inexperienced 

“do-it-yourself” amateur worker because the 

professional contractor was more efficient.

Opportunity cost is what a consumer has to give up 

when making a choice on how to use their scarce 

resources. 

Ex: When your favorite band and your favorite 

sports team play on the same night, the opportunity 

cost of choosing to see the concert is missing 

attending the game.

4. See the two definitions of economics jargon below and write a 

short real world example of each concept. (See examples)



Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF)
The PPF graph is an economic model (economics loves 

graphs) which describes the concepts of opportunity cost
and efficiency relating to the theoretical potential 

economic output of a country or person

Watch short video explaining the PPF graph

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/productionpossibilityfrontier.asp


The Production Possibilities Frontier (PPF) & “Efficiency”

PPF SUMMARY

Points on the curved line represents 

all efficient production.
Assumes a country uses all of its 

scarce resources.

Points below (left) the line represent 

inefficient production
A country is not fully using (wasting) 

its scarce resources

Points above (right) the line are 

unobtainable in the short run
Under existing conditions

The long run goal of countries to 

promote economic growth which 

would shift the line outward (to the 

right).
This can be done eventually (in the 

long run) with new technology, 

acquisition of more resources, 

better education of the workforce or 

general population growth



5) After watching the video and looking at examples on slides, explain
how the “Production Possibilities Frontier” (PPF) graph below 

illustrates “opportunity cost” AND which points (A, B, C, D or E) 
illustrate “efficient” production in the short run
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E


